This Invitation to Bid is amended as follows:

Brief:

Montgomery County Community College is in need of a second Pure Storage Array to be utilized in a secondary datacenter. This array will perform data replication with the production Pure Storage Array in the College’s Primary Datacenter and will serve as a storage area network for disaster recovery operations. This second array will be the same model as the array in the primary datacenter with the only difference having iSCSI ports for iSCSI Connectivity to the hosts. Support for this array should co-term with the end date of February 13, 2016. Start of maintenance for the part number will be 7/1/15.

Technical Requirements:

- Pure Storage FA-420 Array with 5.5 Storage shelf and iSCSI ports, to be utilized to perform data replication from the existing FA-420 array in the production datacenter.
  - Pure Storage Part number:
    - FA-420-5.5TB-ETH8-SH1 – Pure Storage FA420 Array with 5.5 TB Storage and iSCSI ports.
- 1 year Premium Maintenance and Support 4 hour delivery 24/7 to be capable of co-term with the existing Pure Storage Flash Array San infrastructure 2/13/16. Start date for maintenance on the above part number will be 7/1/15.
  - Pure Storage Part number:
    - FA-420-5.5TB,1Yr,Prm – 1 Year maintenance and support, 4 HR Delivery, 24/7 Support

- Note: Onsite technical or implementation support is not required and not recommended to be included in the proposal.